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News Briefs
By Andrew Klusman

Man sues wife for
$1.5 million
or a kidney
Richard Batista is suing his wife for
$1.5 million — or the return of his kidney — because he claims she had an affair with a physical therapist. The New
York doctor gave his wife one of his kidneys in 2001. In 2003, his wife Dawnell
had an affair with her physical therapist,
as she was recovering from a karate injury. Dawnell Batista filed for divorce
two years after the affair, and Richard
Batista claims that she is limiting his
access to their three children. Divorce
attorney Dominic Barbara said the case
is the first in New York, and he arranged
for a medical expert to determine the
kidney’s worth.

Windows 7 beta to be
released on today

Microsoft’s newest version of the Windows operating system is ready for beta
release on today, according to Microsoft
Chief Executive Steve Ballmer. The beta
release allows regular PC users to download and use it, and report any bugs to
developers. Windows 7 is planned to
fix many problems PC users had with
Vista, with improvements made in boot
time and laptop battery consumption.
Ballmer made this announcement at
the keynote speech of the International
Consumer Electronics Show. Microsoft
Chairman Bill Gates used to give the
opening keynote speech, but last year
he stepped down from day-to-day operations at Microsoft. Windows 7 could
be available for purchase on PCs within
a year.
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A holiday tragedy

Tim Boyer

Copy Editor
Once again, Rose-Hulman
is dealing with the tragic loss
of one of its students. freshman civil engineering student James JJ Boyce, 19, was
killed over this past holiday
break in a one-car accident
in the early hours of December 26, 2008.
In the early hours after
Christmas Day, Boyce, driving by himself, apparently
lost control of the 1995 Pontiac Grand Am he was driving
southbound on DeRussey
Road, north of U.S. Route
20, in Townsend Township,
Ohio.
According to reports from
the Mansfield post of the
Ohio Highway Patrol, Boyce’s
car twice went off the right
side of the road before hitting a ditch, which sent the
vehicle airborne moments

“

before it struck a utility pole
and overturned. The driver’s
side air bag deployed in the
crash, and Boyce was wearing his seat belt.
He was pronounced dead
at the scene by the Huron
County Coroner’s office. The
crash remains under investigation, but initial reports
said alcohol was a “suspected factor.” Additionally, it is
unknown where Boyce was
going or why he was on the
road at the time.
At Rose-Hulman, Boyce
was a member of the football team and pledge of the
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.
In high school, Boyce was a
four-year varsity letter winner in football, wrestling and
track as well as class president three years in a row.
Off the field, many of
Boyce’s peers, coaches and
relatives held him in high
regard. Rose-Hulman foot-

ball coach Steve Englehart
mentioned how many times
coaches can have an impact
on a player, but what isn’t
noticed as often is how a
player can have an effect on
the coach. Englehart talked
about how Boyce possessed
something that not everyone
had: a charisma and work
ethic that did not go unnoticed. He gave the example
of one practice when Boyce
was standing on the sideline,
smiling, despite it not being
a “fun” practice, as Englehart
put it.
Aside from his sense of
humor, Englehart mentioned Boyce’s willingness
to take on a challenge. The
coaching staff decided they
wanted to move Boyce from
the running back position to
the linebacker position and
Boyce took on the challenge
with only the question “Can
I play both my sophomore

year?”
Englehart said that Boyce,
despite his short time at
Rose-Hulman, had left a legacy. “JJ will surely be missed
but his legacy will live with
us forever,” he said.
When he wasn’t on the
football field, he spent a
large amount of time in his
residence hall on Speed 1.
Senior electrical engineering
major and Speed 1 Resident
Assistant Mark Intihar talked
about how Boyce brought
an energy and light-heartedness to the floor. Intihar
continued to say that Boyce
loved talking to people and
being around others; he was
a very giving and unselfish
person.
Despite the short time JJ
Boyce spent at Rose-Hulman, his presence will be remembered with the people
that had the opportunity to
get to know him.

I can see why JJ loved this school
and it amazes me how many people
he has touched in the short time he
has attended Rose-Hulman.
-Beth Peggs, mother of JJ Boyce

”

Warner Bros. to
ﬁght Watchmen
distribution ruling
Warner Bros. announced it has no
plans to move the release date of the upcoming “Watchmen” film, scheduled for
release on March 6, and may fight a court
ruling that gave Twentieth Century Fox
rights to distribute the film. Last week
U.S. District Judge Gary Feess ruled that
the film infringes a copyright held by
Fox. Feess ruled that Fox has a distribution right in the film, because producer
Lawrence Gordon never acquired those
rights from the studio. Gordon left Fox
in 1994, and he acquired Fox’s interest in
“Watchmen,” but he was still obligated
to permit Fox to distribute the film. The
film is based on a 1986 graphic novel by
Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons.
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“

JJ was a great friend to me here
at Rose-Hulman. He was always
there for me either for a game
of foosball or a futon to sleep in.
He brought the best out in many
people he knew.
-Jason Haslag, freshman
mechanical enginneer

”

Courtesy of Elizabeth Peggs

JJ Boyce, former freshman civil engineering student, passed away over Winter Break in a car accident in the early hours of December 26, 2008. Memorial services were held on Rose-Hulman’s campus in the White Chapel on Tuesday, January 6, 2009.
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Zombie brains
for everyone

PUZZLES & CLASSIFIEDS
Crypto-Quote of the Week
Samurai Sudoku
2

The Rose Thorn

By Melissa Brumbaugh

By Melissa Brumbaugh

Instructions:
Solve the puzzle by deciphering the following quote
and ﬁgure out from which movie the quote is. Each
letter represents a different letter in the alphabet.
Hint (Solution = Crypto):
A=N B=U C=L

HQS OQI’D EJCC VA QSD QZ WQVA VJWXCNLAB
_ _ _ _ _ _’_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WAIWA QZ WACZ-GJFPDAQSWIAWW.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

NIB J OQI’D EJCC HQS UALNSWA HQS’GA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _’_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _’_ _
Instructions:
Use the letters: A B C D E F G H I to ﬁll in the
missing spaces. Be sure not to repeat any letter
in each row, column, or 3x3 square in each 9x9
square.

MSWD DQQ VSLP ZSI. J DPJIE HQS NIB J
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NGA BAWDJIAB DQ BQ DPJW ZQGARAG.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

Find the answers to all Rose Thorn puzzles at:
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn

CLASSIFIEDS

Comfortable house for rent to Rose students

Sharp Flats, LLC
Want your own place and still be able to walk to Rose in a few minutes? Check out Sharp
Flats East. We have one-bedrooms, $460 (with electric), furnished studios starting at
$395 (with utilities), and efﬁciencies starting at $360 (with utilities).
We have wireless Internet, furnished units, lots of parking, and laundry facilities. Don’t
forget to check out the Trails End Cafe too! We are located at the ﬁrst stoplight east of
Rose-Hulman at 40 (Wabash Ave.) and Hunt Road. Check us out at sharpﬂats.com, or
call us at (812) 877-1146. You’ll love the convenient location, having your own bathroom,
space and our great prices! Pet friendly!

Editorial Staff
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Co-Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Living Editor
Opinions Editor
Sports Editor
Humor Editor
Co-Copy Editor
Co-Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Layout Manager

Short drive 10-15 minutes from campus in Riley, past the new Wal-Mart on 46. Two bedrooms plus a full bath downstairs. Two bedrooms and an alcove plus a full bath upstairs.
Living room with ﬁreplace, dining room,
large kitchen with dishwasher and garbage disposal, large rec room, attached oversize
2 car garage.
All appliances provided including washer and dryer. Central A/C.
Mostly furnished. $250 per month per student plus share of utilities.
Landlord pays water and sewer.
Space available for 2 students starting this Winter Quarter.
Campus ext-8317 or 240-4774.
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The Rose Thorn welcomes and encourages comments from its readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 600 words in length.
THE DEADLINE FOR CONTENT SUBMISSION IS 5 P.M. THREE DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION
All content should be submitted to thorn@rose-hulman.edu or to the Rose Thorn Ofﬁce (Hulman Memorial Union room 249).
The editors reserve the right to edit submissions for clarity, grammar, length, and factual errors. The editors reserve the right to accept content changes submitted after deadline.
All letters must contain the writer’s signature (electronic form is acceptable) and contact information (e-mail address and/or phone number).
The views expressed in the Rose Thorn are those of the original author and do not necessarily represent the views of the Rose Thorn staff or Rose-Hulman community.
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Winter break: two weeks of
Lindsey Saxton
Guest Writer
The end of December-beginning of January break is notable
because of the various religious,
consumer, and New Year’s Eve
celebrations. Also, the break is
two weeks long, just enough
time for your sleeping patterns
to change before you’re back to
getting four hours of sleep at
night. And, if you’re not asleep
or gorging yourself on holiday
delicacies, then you’re probably
putting your homework off until
the Sunday night you get back
to Rose. However, there are students that had particularly interesting breaks for many different
reasons.
Jake Esau
Esau, a senior computer engineering student, expected a
normal ski trip to Aspen, Colo.
with the family, a yearly tradition. Though the six days of
skiing were amazing and Easu
broke 62.2mph on skis, the fun
ended when bomb threats were
made against downtown Aspen.
Most of the city was shut down
over New Year’s Eve because an
ex-con claimed to have placed
four bombs around Aspen. Fortunately, Esau will get to go back
with some of his brothers over
February break for Pike Aspen
2009. Since “New Year’s Eve parties did not exist in downtown
Aspen,” Esau spent the night at
the house playing Mario Cart.
Liz Beller
Beller, a senior civil engineering student in Delta Delta Delta,
spent her break mainly in N.Y.
Her focus over break was job
prospects for after graduation.
She interviewed with ﬁve civil
engineering companies based
out of New York City; two design ﬁrms, HNTB and HRD; and
three construction ﬁrms, Whiting-Turner, Skanska, and KBR.
She learned about the many
opportunities both in New York

City and abroad. Though she
is excited about her prospects,
she’s not in a hurry to leave Rose.
The things she missed most over
break were her Sisters and the
Liz Beller rock.
Matt Carberry
Carberry, a freshman electrical
engineering student, left Rose
on Saturday and headed back
home to San Francisco, Calif.
His original plan was supposed
to go from Indianapolis, Ind. to
Charlotte, S.C. to San Francisco,
Calif. He ended up detouring
through Baltimore, Mass. and
Phoenix, Ariz. before ﬁnally
making it home. On Christmas,
he woke up late, unwrapped
presents, hung out with his family, and ate delicious food. He
hung out with old friends at an
all hours diner called the Video
Café, eating more food and
watching movies. Though he
enjoyed his break, he missed the
people at Rose. He was also one
of the lucky with no homework
over the break. His New Year’s
resolution is to “stop doing stupid [stuff ].”
Vincent Benini
Benini, a freshman mechanical engineering student, ﬂew
home to N.Y. to visit with family
and catch up with friends from
high school. There, he “hung
out at the ﬁre department for
awhile” to see all the action he
was missing out on. He also
found time to hang out and get
in touch with other friends, including lunch with a friend he
had not seen in months. He
spent Christmas with his family, opening presents and learning how to play tennis. On New
Year’s Eve, he hung out with
buddies from the ﬁre department. He thought about taking
his textbooks to do homework,
but decided that clothes were
more important. When asked
what he missed most about
Rose, he replied, “Is this a trick
question?”

RIAA to cease
individual lawsuits

Jeanine Budd

The Duke Chronicle

Courtesy of Jake Esau &
Tim Ekl/Rose Thorn

Clockwise from top left: Jake Esau,
senior compter engineering student; Liz Beller, senior civil engineering student; Vincent Benini,
freshman mechanical engineering
student; and Matt Carberry, freshman electrical engineering student
all shared their winter break experiences, spanning from December 19, 2008, to January 5, 2009,
including the holidays including
Christmas and Chanukkah.

D.C., George Washington U. prepare
for inauguration
Shannon O’Reilly
The GW Hatchet
As Jan. 20 quickly approaches,
federal, city and George Washington University ofﬁcials are
beginning the arduous task of
planning President-elect Barack
Obama’s inauguration, which
is expected to draw millions of
visitors.
As many as four million people
are expected to attend the event.
With most of the District, including GW, observing Inauguration
Day as a holiday, locals and visitors will pour into the National
Mall to watch Obama deliver his
inaugural address only blocks
away from campus.
John Petrie, GW’s assistant vice
president for public safety and
emergency management, will
also have a hand in inauguration
coordination since it is expected
to draw millions of people to the
university’s doorstep.
Petrie said security for the
event will be “really tight.”
“Talks of university security
are increased this time because
of the number of people,” he
said.
For the last inauguration, between a quarter and half a mil-

lion people exited at the Foggy
Bottom and Farragut West Metro
stations to visit the National
Mall, he said.
Petrie said he anticipates
several meetings regarding the
event’s logistics.
Last week, he spoke with the
D.C. Homeland Security and
Emergency Management Agency regarding the Presidential
Inaugural Committee’s recent
announcement that the entire
Mall would be open for the inauguration and that parade staging
grounds would be moved to the
Ellipse. Petrie also said he has
a meeting scheduled this week
with the deputy director of the
Homeland Security Emergency
Management Agency.
He predicts that plans for the
inauguration will not vary too
much from the previous one in
2005. The only real change, Petrie said, “will be less confusion.”
During the last inauguration,
Petrie said the Secret Service
made uncoordinated changes
at 8:30 a.m. on the day of the
speech. The D.C. National Guard
was set to man the inner perimeter of the event, where tickets
were required, and the Metropolitan Police Department guarded
the outer perimeter that includ-

ed the Foggy Bottom campus,
where no tickets were required.
Secret Service suddenly changed
this after deciding they wanted
MPD on the inner perimeter to
make arrests, but they neglected
to change the ticket collecting
instructions.
As a result, GW students and
other visitors were not allowed
in Foggy Bottom without tickets.
It took Petrie an hour and a half
to get the instructions corrected,
he said.
“I feel fairly conﬁdent that this
problem won’t happen again,”
Petrie said. “By knowing the
things we did last time, we can
prevent problems this time.”
He added, “GW students
should expect a wonderful experience.”
The Campus Advisories Web
site will be updated throughout
the inauguration with information from emergency management and law enforcement
agencies, he said.
“It is impossible to anticipate
the number of people” attending, said Bill Line, a spokesman
for the National Capital Region of
the National Park Service, which
oversees the National Mall. “But
I’m certain we can handle what
happens.”

After years of keeping their ﬁngers crossed to stay out of the
music industry’s war on piracy,
students downloading illegally just
might be able to breathe easier.
The Recording Industry Association of America has announced
that it will no longer launch the
mass lawsuits pursued against
copyright infringers since 2003, in
favor of a new strategy that intends
to coordinate closely with Internet
Service Providers to curb illegal
downloading.
The RIAA’s decision comes on
the heels of a policy adopted by the
Ofﬁce of Student Affairs in mid-November that required agencies like
the RIAA to provide evidence of illegal ﬁle-sharing before it forwards
pre-litigationletters to students.
“It doesn’t dramatically change
anything because we had already
made our own decision to stop
passing on the settlement letters,”
said Larry Moneta, vice president
for student affairs. “Our role was really going to be limited exclusively
to giving students a head’s up.”
Over the past ﬁve years, the
RIAA has opened litigation against
35,000 people. The agency sent
1,000 notices to Duke students in
the past year, including more than
40 pre-litigation letters, 21 settlement offers and eight subpoenas.
Under the proposed new policy,
RIAA hopes to alert ISPs when it
ﬁnds customers making music
available for others to illegally
download. The ISPs would then
pass on the warning to the offenders, asking them to stop. If illegal
activity continues, the ISPs may
provide slower service and eventually cut off service altogether.
“Relative to litigation, a graduated response program is far less
blunt, far more efﬁcient and, we
believe, ultimately far more effective to protect the property rights
of the music community,” wrote
RIAA Chairman and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer Mitch Bainwol in a
Dec. 23 letter to staff of the House

and Senate Judiciary and Commerce committees to provide an
explanation of the decision. “We
are delighted that circumstances
have evolved to the point where
we could transition from lawsuits
to these ISP graduated response
programs.”
Owen Astrachan, professor of
the practice of computer science
and co-director of undergraduate
studies for the department, said
the shift in policy may be a public
relations move for the association,
which has gained the ire of college
students around the nation for the
unpopular lawsuits.
“[The RIAA] says they are doing these lawsuits for educational
reasons,” he said. “Well, clearly
that’s not working. Students aren’t
diminishing their downloads because they’ve been educated that
this is not a good idea.”
The RIAA has not yet disclosed
the ISPs with which it has negotiated agreements. In addition, Wired
News reported Monday that most
major ISPs have been reluctant
to conﬁrm plans to work with the
RIAA to curb ﬁle-sharing. Verizon,
Comcast, AT&T and Time Warner
Cable all refused to comment to
the media outlet on their involvement with the proposal.
“In terms of publicity, why
would the ISPs be the bad guys?”
Astrachan asked. “They don’t want
to be the people that are harassing
consumers. I don’t know what the
legal reasons are, but I could see
the ISPs thinking ‘Why would we
forward litigation notices?’”
Students who have been previously targeted by the RIAA’s
lawsuits said they welcome the
policy change, but the move does
not undo the personal damage
done to them by the legal battle.
“That’s ridiculous. Do I get
a refund?” said a sophomore
who settled with the RIAA for
$3000 last year and asked that
his name not be used to protect his identity. “What about
the kids that got sued? It’s what
they should be doing in the first
place.”

Rose- Hulman Habitat for
Humanity
4th Annual Soccer Tournament
January 17, 2009 in the SRC

Registration Fee: $25
Registration due: January 16, 2009
More Information at:
www.rose-hulman.edu/habitat/
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Left 4 Dead lets you meet the
proverbial zombie horde head-on

Andrew Ernster

Staff Writer
Boomer bile drips down your
face, stinging your skin and blurring your vision. You can feel the
ground begin to tremble, and soon
you hear the anguished cries of the
undead as they sprint towards you.
A screech ﬁlls the air and you hear
the sound of bodies colliding and
hitting the ﬂoor.
You hear, “Get it off me! Get it off
me,” as one of your fellow survivors
screams for aid. Someone else will
have to help him though… You’re
covered in the gastric juices that
make you look like birthday cake
to the incoming swarm. You stiﬂe
your own rising gorge and point
your assault riﬂe in the direction
of the zombie horde. You can’t see
them, but your best bet for survival
is cutting as many of the monsters
down before they can get close
enough to tear you apart. You pull
the trigger. You hear bullets tear
through ﬂesh and bodies slump to
the ground, but it’s not enough.
They’re coming from all directions now. You feel the ﬁrst set of
nails rake down your back. Your
only option is to swing your riﬂe
with all your might and hope that

Buffy goes to the
fourth dimension!

Eli Baca

Staff Writer

www.1up.com

so that he’s modeled his body like a
gorilla’s. However, he always wants
to play fair, so he throws large concrete slabs at survivors to try to slow
them down enough for his stubby
gorilla legs to be able to keep up.
The ﬁfth kind, the Witch, is truly a
sad case. She just wants to be left
alone in her dark corner while she
mourns her own death. If a survi-

Each stage is played twice, once
as one of the special zombies and
once as a survivor. The goal is to
die less than the other team does,
and it makes for a very intense
versus experience. On one side,
you must plan out ambushes and
do your best to take advantage of
sheep that stray from the herd, and
on the other you must quickly get

www.thatvideogameblog.com

While the game is meant more to be fun than actually frightening, you’ll ﬁnd yourself screaming at the TV,
“SHOOT HIM IN THE HEAD! SHOOT HIM IN THE HEAD!”
your companions have enough
ﬁrepower to save you. This is the
zombie apocalypse: this is Left 4
Dead.
In Left 4 Dead, the main goal is
to stay alive. And in this situation,
the best defense is obviously a wall
of bullets that makes the zombie
horde pay the ultimate price…
again. Of course, staying alive isn’t
always that easy, so the player has
teamed up with three others in
hopes of getting through the hundreds of zombies between him and
an evacuation point. Assisting the
hungry, mindless drones of the undead army are extremely dangerous special zombies which must
be handled with extreme care.
The Smoker lashes out with its 40
ft long tongue and drags stragglers
away from the group, potentially
catching himself a tasty treat unless help or lead-spewing reﬂexes
end his days of slowly coughing up
bits of his lungs. The Hunter is also
a friend of stragglers: he joyously
jumps on survivors and hug them
to the ground before trying to tear
out their throats.
The Boomer is in terrible shape.
He gurgles in pain at having to
contain all of the juices he’s built
up since his death. He’s vulnerable
to corners and sharp things as they
are quite capable of popping him
like an over-ﬁlled water balloon.
As long as he can get some of his
beloved juices on the survivors
and let all his friends know that
new people to play with have arrived he’s done his job.
The fourth special zombie, the
Tank, is a party animal, so much

The Rose Thorn

vor disturbs her, she’ll murder him
and then go ﬁnd a new corner to
continue her mourning.
The game has four scenarios of
zombie onslaught to survive, each
with its own unique settings and
challenges. And while they last
around only an hour apiece, no
romp through the zombie jungle is
ever the same, offering hours and
hours of undead-killing fun as long
as good company is at hand.
There’s not much worse than
playing a level that you’ve played
ﬁve times before and having company that’s less active than the
zombies you’re killing. This game
has been designed to be cooperative, and while there is a singleplayer option available, it should
never be touched lest the player
sully the wonderful experiences
he’s had with raucous individuals who are able to shout loudly in
surprise when truly unexpected
things happen. Possessing a human brain also allows teammates
to actually plan and carry out
strategies that have high chances
of ensuring survival, so in terms of
enjoyment and survivability, talkative teammates are in every way
superior to their AI counterparts.
Besides the short but sweet cooperative scenarios, there is a versus mode available for those who
wish to take their Left 4 Dead experience to the next level. In it, two
scenarios from the cooperative
mode are available, only this time
the player gets to be a zombie. Two
teams of four each compete for
survival points as they play through
the ﬁve stages of either scenario.

to the safe house and guard each
other’s backs.
Left 4 Dead is exactly what it tries
to be: An intense cooperative gaming experience that takes place in
a world dominated by the undead.
The zombies are gruesome, the
battles are thrilling, and the ambient sounds add life to both. The
only faults of the game are a shortage of stages and the inclusion of a
single-player mode, but the fun to
be had is massive enough in both
quality and quantity to overlook
these shortcomings.
Reviewer rating: 4.5 elephants

In the latest arc of Buffy
the Vampire Slayer Season
Eight, Joss Whedon writes
a crossover with an earlier
Buffy spin-off of his, Fray,
taking the comic, and the
ladies, to the future. In
“Time of Your Life,” Buffy
travels to the future, Willow
goes dark, Dawn becomes a
centaur, and Xander… well,
he does his usual witty banter and demon fighting. The
last issue of the arc was released later than originally
scheduled due to conflicts,
but it packs a major punch.
The original Fray comic
was created by Joss Whedon
and Karl Moline, with art by Moline, and it created a futuristic
New York City where vampires
were commonplace, the gap
between high society and the
slums is even greater, and Melaka Fray is the chosen one fighting the forces of darkness. Fray’s
future has no history of Buffy,
her Army of Slayers, or even the
Watcher’s Council, and it seems
like the world has been overrun
with vampires for decades.
Moline brings his artistic skills
back to the Buffyverse, giving
“Time of Your Life” a bit of a new
flavor and making the changes
in the series much more tangible. His style is more animated
than the re-appearing artist of
the series, Georges Jeanty, but
that makes the characters, and
the situation, different from the
previous comics. Buffy dresses
up for the first time in what
feels like ages—going for an
ensemble reminiscent of “Welcome to the Hellmouth” (Season 1, Episode 1), and Moline
brings Buffy to life in the outfit,
giving Buffy a more vibrant feel
and showing an innocence in
our leading lady that we haven’t
seen in a while.
Joss Whedon takes his characters to new depths in this arc,
keeping the writing flowing and
on target, and keeping the questions coming. Whedon does a
fantastic job bringing the arc
together while still managing to
confuse fans even more—leaving them waiting for more. The
past, in general, has been starting to catch up with Buffy and
the gang, from Buffy’s secret
meeting with an old “friend” to
Amy and Warren’s plans to destroy the Slayer Army—each of
them are having to look at their

www.darkhorsecomics.com

lives as they were and are and
try to figure out where they are
going. Even in the future, Dark
Willow is trying to manipulate
Buffy to keep the Fray future existing, because for some reason,
the world is where it’s supposed
to be with Fray.
The only problem with this
arc is that Whedon creates
multiple story lines that are a
little harder to follow since they
seem unconnected. Dawn and
Xander are off with the Slayer
Army battling Cobra creatures
with the help of Forest folk and
Buffy is two centuries away trying to figure out how the world
is where it is and why Dark Willow is more cryptic then Drusilla and Angel combined. The
separation of stories isn’t great
but it allows the story to continue—the Scooby Gang is disintegrating and the characters
are all off alone or with only one
other person they can trust, and
past episodes (end of Seasons 4
and 7) have shown that the gang
needs to be together in order to
save the world.
Buffy Season Eight is almost
to the half-way point of its projected 44-issue run and the story is really starting to develop
nicely—creating an underlying
doom-and-gloom tone to the
season and keeping fans on
their toes. The next issue takes
fans back in time in a Buffy animated television show, and after
that, Harmony returns to Hollywood with her own TV show for
the next arc.
Reviewer rating: 4.0 elephants

Music:

Movies:

DVDs:

The Derek
Trucks Band
Already Free

Bride Wars

Appaloosa

The Unborn

Pineapple Express

Not Easily Broken

Righteous Kill

Games:

Bangkok
Dangerous
Swing Vote

Saxon
Into the Labyrinth
Elian Elias
Bossa Nova Stories

Lord of the Rings:
Conquest
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How to: write the perfect thank you note
Friday, January 9, 2009

Melissa Schwenk
Staff Writer
After a tough break of visiting
friends, sleeping late, and eating
on your parents’ dime, it’s back to
homework for Rose students. But
don’t fear, there is another method
of procrastination that is such good
manners your teachers would be
rude to discourage you from it.
Thank you notes are not only a
good way to express your gratitude
for all the awesome gifts you got,
but a good way to put off that problem set that’s due tomorrow.
Thank you notes don’t have to be
long and should be rather straight
to the point. These are not letters
explaining how your college experience has been going; save that for
your holiday cards. Instead, use
thank you notes as an opportunity
to express your gratitude. Sometimes, your next gift depends on
your thank you note—so make it a
good one.
The best way to start a thank
you note is to make a list of all the
things you received. This will help
you to gather your thoughts so that
you can write a coherent note. If
you haven’t written thank you
notes before, it might be best to
practice on regular paper until you
get the feel right. No one wants
to ruin their nice stationary when

they realize the note doesn’t make
sense.
Most thank you notes are for
one of two things: a gift received
or a service performed. With both
notes, make sure you put the date
somewhere on the card and use an
appropriate term of endearment.
Now we’ll examine those for gifts
received.
Begin by saying thank you for
item X. You can express your surprise at getting such a great gift or
your thanks that they thought of
you. Try to include an explanation
of how you will use the gift as well.
If they gave you money, include
the dollar amount and tell them
for what you plan to use it. If you
just plan on putting it in the bank,
say something about how you are
saving it for a rainy day or that
you are saving up for something.
When you have completed your
note, thank them again and sign
the card.
Thank you notes for services
performed are just as equally
important as those for gifts received, if not more so. Anyone
can spend ﬁfteen dollars on a gift,
but not everyone will pick you up
from the airport or let you stay in
their home. Again, start by saying thank you for the service. Let
them know that they really helped
to make your holidays brighter by

doing this or that and you don’t
know what you would have done
without them. If they let you stay
at their house, tell them what you
enjoyed most about your visit. If
you stayed at someone’s parents’
house, write a separate note to the
parents as well. At the end, thank

Guest Writer
Dear Ladies Man,
There’s a girl in my class that’s really nice, and I want to ask her out
but I don’t know what to do. Could
you help me?
-Single at Rose
Dear Single,
I understand how you feel,
and I would be happy to give you
some pointers. To start with, you
need to ﬁgure out your mystery
lady’s name. It may seem oldfashioned when you can just
look up the
class list and
pick out the
only
female
name in the
class, but you
should deﬁnitely ask her.
At this point,
the observant
gentleman
will give his
own name in
return for the
lady’s. Assuming you successfully completed this step, move on
to the next: asking her out. Allow me to clarify for all of you out
there with your ideas of asking
a lady out—this involves being
within close enough proximity

“

to be adequately seen and heard.
That’s right, gentlemen: no texting, emailing, or phoning; you
have to do this in person. To start
with, pick your date. This can be
anything: going out to a movie,
eating dinner together, going to
a museum, whatever. Next, you
need to plan a time. Because you
have yet to contact the lucky lady,
you need to have a wide range
of times available, but pick one
when you think she will be free.
Implementing what I like to call
the “Hi, how are you?” we’ll move
in to the ﬁnal portion of my advice,
asking
her out.
To
make good use
of the “Hi, how
are you?” you
need to smile,
approach
said lady in
a convenient
surrounding
(while
she’s
running
to
class is not
c o n ve n i e n t ) ,
and say, “Hi, how are you?” with
a friendly smile on your face. I
know that last bit may be hard,
if you’re any of the multitude
of sober faces I pass on my way
to class, but practice with your
friends until you get it right. After
successfully executing the “Hi,
how are you,” you need to lead
straight into the important question. Toeing around the matter
cannot be tolerated. Be direct.
Due to the numerous styles for
phrasing the next portion, I will
leave that to each individual; just
remember to be respectful of the
demands that going to Rose has
on her time and be polite if she’s
not interested. Assuming that
went off without a hitch, you’re
set! Good luck on your date, and
don’t forget to shower, wear deodorant, and brush your teeth
before you go (deﬁnitely the best
way to set yourself above the average Rose date).

That’s right, gentlemen: no texting,
emailing, or phoning; you have to do
this in person.

Are you having problems in your relationship?
Not sure how to go
from “just friends” to
something more?
Ask The Ladies Man:
thorn@
rose-hulman.edu

”

And even better, these notes are a
great way reason to procrastinate!
If you have something you want
explained, send your questions
to the Rose Thorn at thorn@rosehulman.edu. You just might see a
How To article about it!

http://assessor.co.douglas.nv.us/

With the end of the holidays comes the need for thank you notes. Melissa tells us how to write them.

Seven weeks

The Ladies Man

Elliot Simon

them again, and sign your name.
It might be hard to remember to
write the notes when you are ﬁrst
starting but soon they will become
second nature. People will remember that you sent them a note and
will be more willing to help you out
or get you something in the future.

Mitchell Ishmael
Guest Writer
Well, we have reached that
stretch of school that every Rose
student dreads: the long weeks
between Christmas break and ﬁnals. I remember, as a freshman,
hearing stories about how much
the upcoming weeks suck and
not believing it. Winter broke
me that year, and I now am a
true believer that if you can survive these weeks than you can
survive anything at Rose. Now
that I know what I’m up against,
this year I’m coming in with
a plan of attack to survive the
winter and maybe even scrape a
little enjoyment out of it.
The ﬁrst thing I had to realize is that in order to complete
my objective there is a time for
school work and there is time
for myself. I have to take time
for myself. My suggestion is

don’t keep track of your grades.,
do Do your best but keep your
sanity. People get sick worrying
over grades this quarter, and it
isn’t worth it.
My ﬁrst priority is to get away
from Rose as much as possible. I
plan to spend most of my weekends at friends’ houses, going
to IU, or visiting other towns
besides Terre Haute. If this isn’t
a viable option for you, then try
to visit friends off campus and
eat your meals away from the
school. Just get off campus; you
can feel a burden lifted of your
back as soon as you set foot outside of Rose.
For the times that I must
spend at school working I plan
on changing two vital parts of
the ambiance that surrounds
my homework. I am going to listen to only happy, light-hearted
music such as Jack Johnson, Eric
Hutchinson, early Beatles, or
Clairvoyance. I’m also going to

light some candles in my room,
which not only adds comforting
light and warms you, but it also
adds a nice homey scent.
For times at Rose when I’m
not doing homework, I plan on
visiting as many sporting events
as possible and heckling the hell
out of the other teams. It really
helps to unleash your anger during sporting events. Don’t forget
to go and party, these weeks will
go by faster and be more fun if
you have stories to tell, and you
feel a little queasy the next morning. If all else fails, go and work
out, whether it be alone or with
friends, go play racquetball, lift,
or do yoga. Whatever you do get
the blood going because it will
clear your mind and make you
feel better about yourself. Last,
but not least, smile at people
you see walking by, give people
nice long hugs, and be upbeat,
because cheerfulness is contagious.

Pizza review: Giovanni’s Pizzeria
Clint Thompson
Staff Writer
In this issue of the Rose Thorn,
we continue our search for good
pizza at Giovanni’s Pizzeria. It’s a
shop at 1532 Wabash Ave., on the
right as you drive west; just past
Kroger, but before Pizza Hut. It’s
easy to miss if you’re not looking,
but it shouldn’t be hard to ﬁnd if
you keep an eye out for the sign—
it’s colored like the Italian ﬂag.
When I walked in, I realized
that this place is already familiar
to some of the students at Rose
and ISU. A few students were sitting together at a couple of the
booths. And, remarkably, this
little place has an intimate atmosphere. The walls are a somewhat dark burgundy plaster, and
the booths are comfortable. It’s
a great place to relax and have
dinner with friends; an open

place to talk.
The menu they offer includes
standard American Italian appetizers, and a salad bar option), pizzas, and pastas. For
those over 21, they also serve
some alcoholic beverages; but
since I’m not in that crowd, I
didn’t pay much attention to
that part of the menu. Their pizzas run around $10 for a small
and around $15 for a large, and
include the standard toppings.
I chose to try the meat lover’s
pizza. The toppings themselves
are a cut above the standard toppings used in chain restaurants,
but seem to fall just short of what
Jeshua’s and Sweet Lou’s offer.
The upside of this, of course, is
that the pizza is cheaper, and it
is certainly still quite good. The
pizza was served piping hot, and
the crust was crisp and thin. It
still retained the bready chew

that makes all good pizza crusts,
though, so you shouldn’t expect
a cracker-like pizza. The sauce is
a nice blend between savory and
sweet, and the pie as a whole is
rather nice. No part overwhelms
another, and it makes for a very
solid and affordable pizza. The
pizza merely glistens instead
of shining, but for the price, it’s
well worth it. I would advise getting a couple of smaller one- or
two-topping pizzas rather than a
large specialty, since the pie isn’t
particularly ﬁlling.
If you’re looking for a place to
enjoy a private meal with your
friends or a pizza on a tighter
budget, Giovanni’s has the pie for
you. They offer a very affordable
lunch buffet on weekdays and a
dinner buffet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in addition to their
normal menu, and I strongly recommend you check it out.
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Best shoes ever
Price
Christine Price
Opinions Editor
On Monday, I discovered that
I have a very strong opinion on
something.
Something controversial. I’m not going to lie,
by the end of this article there’s
probably going to be a number
of offended readers. Long held
beliefs may be challenged. But
I feel the truth must get out
there.
Converse shoes are awesome.
For Christmas I received a pair
of shoes titled, “Chuck Taylor All
Star Circuit,” which I had picked
out at a Converse outlet a month
before. I was quite excited. Free
shoes? In my hard to ﬁnd size?
With a circuit pattern? What’s
not to love?
Many shoes come with a tag
on that explains the All New
Revolutionary Comfort Padding
Air Support Rocket Powered
Bacon Cushions or whatever.
These shoes had a tag that talked about how Converse was a
basketball shoe back in the day,
and it seems the design has not
changed much since then. Why
use new research about feet
to improve your already perfect product? True, things are

seriously. Mark Minster

not exactly the same. Nike, fa- high-tech, because it is a betmous for its humanitarian fac- ter conductor than gold, and
tory conditions and close ties to thus allows your feet to comcounter culture, now owns Con- pletely experience all the variverse. The shoes are now man- ous temperatures available in
ufactured in China instead of Terre Haute. Not only do the
America, with a “1-ply ‘textile’” shoes allow you to experience
instead of the original “2-ply multiple foot sensations, they
cotton,” according to Wikipe- also allow you to experience a
dia. With this change in mate- new walking style. I hear it is
rials, Converse fans are able to sometimes good to mix things
buy new styles and colors even up, and who wouldn’t want to
try out a slow, painful hobble
more frequently.
I do not know the particular to and from class? In fact, you
reason behind Converse’s popu- don’t even need to wait for class
larity. It could be their unique to end to experience the joy of
shape, and the
infinite varieties of feeling
offered by each
shoe. The front
gives the wearer a squeezing
sensation, which no
doubt
draws
its inspiration
www.converse.com
from the ever
popular Chi- You better get yourself a pair of these, yo!
nese foot binding. The side of
the back of the foot is comfort- hobbling. You can hobble to a
able, as if to intensify the pain- printer in the middle of class!
ful sensations elsewhere in the Hobble to the restroom! Hobfoot area. The two heels com- ble to the water fountain! I love
pete to see which can give the these shoes because not only
biggest blister, and the soles not do they release you from the
only do not have arch support, tedious every dayness of “combut seem to be firmer than con- fortable” shoes, they also make
crete. We live a hectic life here the end of the day even sweeter,
at Rose, and the necessity of ty- because you not only get to uning and untying the laces allows load your backpack, but also
you retreat from the world for a get to remove this completely
few minutes. The fabric is very reasonably priced footwear.

A girl’s guide for guys

Lindsey Saxton

Here are some do’s and don’t’s
when it comes to your own resoStaff Writer
lutions. Do resolve to work out
So, one of the ﬁrst things that I more, but don’t hurt yourself in
heard about Rose is the phrase, the process. Do decide to be more
“The odds are good, but the goods comfortable around girls, but don’t
are odd.” I’m not going to lie, I’ve resolve to just get a girlfriend, any
found that saying to be pretty true girlfriend. It’s desperate and we
so far. No guy that I’ve met at Rose don’t like it. Do talk to girls more,
so far is completely normal. Your but don’t tell her how much time
average Rose guy is the kind found you spent playing W.O.W. over
in one of my favorite xkcds, num- break or how many times you’ve
ber 513 (www.xkcd.com/513). It’s been stood up (this would only reunderstandable that many guys veal your true creeper nature). Do
here
can
spend more
be a bit intime with
timidated by
Don’t become too
the girl you
girls. I mean,
like,
but
normal. The girls are don’t stalk
t h e r e’s
the
large
her. Do innerds, too, after all.
amount of
vite her to
competition,
hang out,
fear of rejecbut don’t intion, and possibility of being la- volve physics, computers, or your
beled a creeper to deal with. That’s roommate. Do invite her to your
why I decided to write this column. room, but don’t forget to clean
It’s kind of a how-to guide about up the bags of chips and cans of
girls. From long distance relation- Mountain Dew. Do talk to girls
ships to intramurals, you’ll learn about your resolutions, but don’t
what to do and what not to do tell her about any that involve her.
when it comes to girls. This week’s Do ask for recommendations, but
topic: New Year’s Resolutions.
don’t give her any. Do ask her what
Resolutions are good, especially she resolved, but don’t comment
when they involve self-improve- on her resolutions. Compliments
ment. Because, face it, the goods are a good way of letting her know
are odd for a reason. But, there are you like her just the way she is.
deﬁnitely do’s and don’t’s when it Some of these recommendations
comes to resolutions. There are may seem harsh, but there are
some changes that are just not basically two basic guidelines.
helpful. You don’t want to change Let her know you are working to
your inherent identity or become improve yourself, just make sure
too normal. The girls are nerds, it’s in productive ways. And, show
too, after all; there is a reason we her you are interested. There is
came to Rose. At the same time, such a thing as too subtle; when
certain nerdy attributes are just a it comes to Rose guys, there is a
bit overpowering. I know it’s a dif- much greater risk that she won’t
ﬁcult balance to ﬁnd, but there will understand that you want to be
be nice results when you do ﬁnd more than friends, than the risk
the happy medium.
that you’ll be too forward.

“ ”
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Several years ago, I was teaching a literature class at IU and I
asked students to analyze a passage from a novel. It didn’t seem
to me to be all that challenging—
look at the page, see what it says,
and then discuss a couple of its
multi-layered meanings: literal,
ﬁgurative, cultural. Really, interpreting literature doesn’t seem to
me to be rocket science: all you
need to do is make sense of the
words on a page, in the context of
the passage you’re reading, and in
the contexts of other works and
time periods, and of an ample understanding of the wideness of the
world, and of all the other words
and sentences the author could
have written but didn’t. Cake.
My students weren’t getting it.
The nerve. They’d all done the
reading, knew what the words
on the page said. But no one that
day was able to talk about what it
meant, or how it meant, or how
those words on that page relate
to the ways we think through our
lives. And I was getting frustrated
with them. Some were looking
at me like I was Houdini, pulling
scarf after scarf of colorful stuff
out of what was so tangibly an
empty black hat. Or rather, they
seemed to think I thought I was
Houdini, miming, holding onto
invisible, invented rabbits. Each
student had a top hat and a magic
wand, and each student’s inability
to produce even a deuce of clubs
struck me as willful ignorance.
After class, my frustration was
clearly on my face. A guy from the
front row came up to me and said,

“You’re mad at us for not saying
anything, I know.”
I shrugged yes, kinda.
“And I want to interpret the novel. I do. I just don’t know how.”
Somewhere in a boiler room
just then, someone must have
dropped a propane tank into a
furnace, because the walls and
the radiators all shook the building all around me. Or so it felt.
I tend to think that things that
come easy for me are easy for all:
writing a research paper, talking
in public, seeing the deep connections between a post-ontological, mature religious faith and
the desperate need to put the
needs of the planet’s air and soil
and oceans above our own. When
people can’t do these things, I
get frustrated at their willfulness,
which I know now—I learned
then—isn’t usually willfulness at
all.
I don’t know, right at this moment, why I’m telling you this.
Maybe I’m apologizing for the
times I get frustrated with you for
not giving your best, when perhaps, probably, you are. Maybe
I’m trying to explain that what
may seem like condescension is
actually a deep-seated belief that
everyone is capable of almost
anything. Or maybe I’m trying to
make clear that teachers aren’t
magicians, but the teachers of
magicians. More likely it’s not
magic at all. It’s just a hat that each
of us wears, a hat that contains
remarkable stuff: bright scarves,
white rabbits, and several pounds
of that loveliest imaginable gray.

It’s not a democracy
Matthew Bryant
Staff Writer
Ask yourself a quick question:
what kind of government does
the United States have? Seems
like an easy enough question,
but it turns out most Americans
get it wrong.
The Bush administration
has answered it at length.
President Bush gave his answer at a press conference
in 2006 when he said, “The
roots of our Democracy can
be traced to England, and to
its Parliament.”
Bush has
also encouraged democracies in Iraq and Afghanistan. Even President-Elect
Obama wondered “if there
is anyone out there…who
still questions the power of
our democracy.” Of course,
there is a small problem with
these statements. The United States of America is not a
democracy.
In fact, history has shown that
our founding fathers were completely against democracies.
They saw democracies as another form of tyranny, mobocracies.
That is to say, it only takes a majority plus one to impose rule on
all others in a democracy.
Consider several examples:
Article IV Section 4 of the Constitutions states: The United
States shall guarantee to every
State in this Union a Republican
form of Government, and shall
protect each of them against Invasion.”
The Pledge of Allegiance
does not say “to the democracy
for which it stands,” but rather

“to the republic for which it
stands.”
The
American
abolitionist song was titled “The Battle
Hymn of the Republic,” not “The
Battle Hymn of the Democracy.”
Moreover, the word “democracy” appears nowhere in the
Declaration of Independence or

“

Democracies lead
to the same kind of
tyranny suffered by
the colonies during
King George III’s
reign.

Clearly the founders knew
that democracies lead to the
same kind of tyranny suffered by
the colonies during King George
III’s reign. In a democracy, any
group of individuals composing a minority has no protection
against the unlimited rule by
the omnipotent majority. A republic, on the other hand,
controls the majority by
protecting the individual’s
rights.
Furthermore, there are
many undemocratic mechanisms built into our government. For example, the
Electoral College prevents
heavily populated states
from democratically running roughshod over less
populated states. Yet there
are those who may try to
convince you that we are a
representative democracy.
Fortunately, our government is much more complex
than that kind of ignorance.
It is a constitutional republic in
which majority rule is tempered
by minority rights protected by
law. In other words, the Constitution limits the power of the
government.
When Ben Franklin emerged
from Independence Hall after
the Constitution was written,
he was asked, “Sir, what have
you given us?” He replied, “A
republic ma’am, if you can keep
it.” I fear that we can’t keep it; or
worse, we’ve already lost it.

”

the Constitution.
Is it really that big of a deal?
John Adams answered that
question best when he said, “Remember, democracy never lasts
long. It soon wastes, exhausts,
and murders itself. There was
never a democracy yet that did
not commit suicide.” James
Madison, in Federalist Paper
No. 10 stated, “In a pure democracy, there is nothing to check
the inducement to sacriﬁce the
weaker party or the obnoxious
individual.” Chief Justice John
Marshall went even further, “Between a balanced republic and a
democracy, the difference is like
that between order and chaos.”

Have opinions?
Send them to

opinions@rose-hulman.edu
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Engineer Scoreboard

Eli
Baca
Tim Boyer
Copy Editor
This past holiday break, sophomore software engineering major
Eli Baca gave herself a late Christmas present by getting the first
triple-double (along with sophomore biomedical engineering
major Donna Marsh in the same
game) in Rose-Hulman basketball history for both genders.
Her efforts, which included 13
rebounds, 10 points and a school
record 12 assists, helped the Lady
Fightin’ Engineers battle Lake
Forest for a thrilling double overtime 65-61 win.
Eli Baca took the time to answer some questions for The
Rose Thorn.
Rose Thorn: How long have you
been playing basketball?
Eli Baca: I’ve been playing basketball on a team since I was in
the 3rd grade, though I would play
on the playground with friends
before then, but that was more
like running around pretending
we were Magic Johnson.
RT: The women’s basketball
team has only 10 people with
just one senior this year. How
does the team work to stay
competitive in each game?
EB: We try to work as hard as we
can for the entire game—playing
as solid a defense as we can, because defense is where it starts.
We also go pretty hard in prac-

tice, getting our bodies used to
playing lots of minutes and just
trying to stay in very good shape
so when the game gets close in
the end we can still be tough and
get the win.
RT: Over break, you and Donna
Marsh each had a triple-double, both of you being the ﬁrst
Rose basketball players to do
so in either gender. How does it
feel to have accomplished this
feat?
EB: It feels kind of surreal because
it was such a weird game—double overtime AND a ten minute
break with a minute left in regulation for the lights to come back
on—but I think it’s pretty cool. I
had no idea that either one of us
was even close to those numbers
during the game, I just wanted to
win.
RT: Do you have any hobbies
outside of basketball?
EB: Well, I play soccer and lacrosse, watch awesome trashy
television (all the time—shout
out to “Rock of Love,” “Double
Shot at Love,” “Wife Swap,” and
“Gossip Girl”), read Buffy the
Vampire Slayer fanfiction, send
Coach Lissaman lolcats daily,
and read comic books.
RT: How has participating in
two varsity sports had an effect
on your experience at Rose,
especially in back to back
seasons?

Men’s Basketball
5-8 (1-4)

EB: It’s definitely made things
interesting. I’ve met a lot of cool
people that I probably wouldn’t
have if I hadn’t done either sport,
and I’m glad for that. Also, keeping on a schedule has helped to
keep me balanced and focused
with school—my time management skills are pretty good, and
being able to get help from upperclassmen has also helped.
RT: What’s the most meaningful award or recognition that
you’ve received?
EB: Prom Queen senior year, and
the Maxwell sports scholarship
senior year, both were meaningful in different ways—one because it gave my friends something to laugh about later, the
other because it gave me more
money for college.
RT: After college, if you couldn’t
do both, would you be more
inclined to stay with soccer or
basketball?
EB: I’d actually like to live somewhere close to an ice skating rink
or frozen lake, that way I could
play ice hockey. If not, probably
soccer (it’s okay—and sometimes
accepted—to actually hit people
with the ball).

[Disclaimer: Eli Baca is a Staff
Writer for The Rose Thorn, however, we believe her recent accomplishments negate any conflict of
interest.]

Women’s hoops
falls short at home
Rose-Hulman News
The women’s basketball team
rallied from a 19-point first half
deficit to tie the score in the final
three minutes of regulation before
falling 50-44 to Defiance College
on Wednesday.
The Engineers jumped out to
a 7-0 lead, before Defiance answered with a streak to earn a 28-9
lead with 4:49 left in the first half.
Rose-Hulman closed to within 3015 at the break.
In the second half, the Fightin’
Engineers lived up to their nickname with 12 consecutive points
to open the second half. Junior
Bethany Brisco scored a pair of
field goals and sophomore Eli Baca
added a score to bring the margin
to with 30-27 with 14:25 left.

Defiance again earned a 34-27
lead, but Rose-Hulman answered
with a 9-1 spurt to earn a 36-35 advantage with 7:00 remaining. Two
free throws by junior Shayna Banet
and senior Liz Ridgway put the Engineers in position to take the lead
on a three-pointer by sophomore
Nicole Klass at the 7:00 mark.
Defiance earned the advantage
at 37-36 on two free throws by Katie McNamara prior to another
score by Banet that made the score
38-37 in Rose-Hulman’s favor at
the 5:31 mark. The Rose-Hulman
lead reached four on another trey
by Klass at the 4:48 mark.
Defiance answered with an 112 run over the next three minutes
to earn a 48-43 lead on a score by
McNamara at the 1:08 mark. The
Engineers closed the margin to

48-44 on a free throw by freshman Grace Kemp, but the Yellow
Jackets hit a pair of charity tosses
in the final seconds to secure the
win.
Ridgway led all scorers with 10
points, with Baca and Banet each
contributing eight points and six
rebounds. Klass tallied six points
and three rebounds, with sophomore Donna Marsh pitching in
with five points and 12 rebounds.
Katie Caunchia and Holly Stein
led the balanced Defiance offense
with eight points each.
Defiance improved to 6-7 overall and 2-3 in league play with
the victory, while Rose-Hulman
dropped to 4-7 and 2-3 in conference games. The Engineers return
to action at Transylvania tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
4-7 (2-3)

December 18
Fontbonne University 62
at Rose-Hulman
73

December 18
Marian College
at Rose-Hulman

December 20
Wabash College
at Rose-Hulman

68
66

December 29—in Phoenix, Ariz.
SUNY-Plattsburgh 53 OT
vs. Rose-Hulman
52

January 3
Rose-Hulman
at Dominican U.

50
54

December 30—in Phoenix, Ariz.
Lake Forest College 61 2OT
vs. Rose-Hulman
65

Januay 7
Defiance College
at Rose-Hulman

69
58

Januay 7
Defiance College
at Rose-Hulman

58
47

50
44

Wrestling
January 3-4
Midwest Wrestling Classic
Indianapolis, IN

Goble 7th

Post-game rundown
Jim Shaw
Head Men’s
Basketball Coach
[Editor’s note: On Wednesday
night, the men’s basketball team
hosted a strong Defiance team in
conference play. Although they
didn’t come away with a win, the
efforts put forth by our Fightin’
Engineers ensured that the visiting Yellow Jackets did not leave
without a battle.]
We have to avoid the trap of
playing just well enough to lose
in a competitive game. We seem
to play pretty well against our
best opponents but we don’t
play as well against slightly lesser ones.
On Wednesday night we
played an extremely good Defiance team and played decently,
but it takes a very well played
game to beat them. However,
if we had played that hard and
well every night we would definitely have a couple more wins.
A consistent performance, with
appropriate progress and improvement, is what I am looking
for rather than peaks and valleys.
Defiance whipped us inside.
Anyone who saw the game witnessed their two post players
manhandled us. It happened
for good reason: they are really
good and they do that to most
people! We did a nice job in the
first half of battling them and
changing looks, but they wore
us down in the second half.
They also showed their versatility by doing some things outside of their usual comfort zone
to hurt us. We doubled the post,

faked double and played straight
up, but the big guys hurt us by
driving from the perimeter. And
we put them on the line way too
much.
Some people may wonder
why we didn’t zone, because a
lot of fans think that zones can
take big guys out of the picture.
There are several reasons why
we didn’t zone: 1) Zone is not
what we do or what we are best
at; 2) They can really shoot the
ball and I don’t believe you can
effectively zone shooters like
theirs unless you are a really
good zone team; 3) I think they
would have killed us on the offensive boards and with seals; 4)
Our best bet was to play man and
get help from different places in
different ways to give a zone effect. But we didn’t execute the
plan quite well enough.
Aside from putting them on
the free throw line too much,
our biggest problem was on the
offensive end. We squandered
some really good opportunities
and our motion screening and
cutting was sloppy. In addition,
we showed our youth in the second half by panicking a bit and
losing focus.
We also have to be careful not
to ignore positives about our
performance. We made some
big shots from the perimeter,
defended their perimeter people
quite well, did a good job as the
game progressed of containing
their very good transition game,
and controlled the defensive
glass.
All of this, both positive and
negative, gives us things to work
and focus on as we play a very
tough conference schedule.

Goble places in Classic
Rose-Hulman News

Photos courtesy Rose-Hulman News

Senior Tyler Goble placed seventh in the 165-pound division
of the primarily NCAA Division
II Midwest Wrestling Classic at
the University of Indianapolis on
Sunday.
Goble dropped his first match
to fifth-seeded Vin Salek of Newberry, then advanced into the
placement round with three

consecutive victories. His final
win was a 14-6 decision over
No. 6 seeded Cole Johnson of
Mesa State in the seventh-place
match.
Freshman Jeremiah Edwards
also competed for the Engineers
and compiled a mark of 1-2 in the
149-pound division.
Rose-Hulman returns to action
at the Manchester College Spartan Classic on Jan. 17.

FLIPSIDE
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The Rose Thorn

We don’t report the truth ... We make the truth.
Would you
Only at Rose
Terrible gifts
and appropriate acts of vengeance
On the existence of 2-D bacon
rather...

James Zhou

JP Verkamp

Recycles With Extreme Prejudice
We’re all heard the old line, “It’s the thought that counts!” Well, that’s
total BS since we all known the thought behind any terrible gift is,
“Damn it, I have to get a present for this [CENSORED] and the [CENSORED] store is [CENSORED] packed!” Well, instead of dressing up as
Santa Claus and committing homicide by packing that pair of socks
you got with nails and ground glass and using it to transfer momentum to the gift-giver’s head, try some of these handy tips for disposing
of those terrible gifts.
If you received:

You should:

Ugly Clothing

Give it to someone else. Poor people are generally a good choice,
because you get to feel like you are a nice person and they are too
poor to afford a sense of fashion.
Power Tools
Take apart their tv, car, or house. If they get angry, tell them that you
are trying to repay them by repairing/upgrading the thing you
destroyed. This will make them pay extra attention towards which
gift to give you, so try dropping some hints.
Picture Frame
Immediately break off all relationships with the person who gave
you this. For bonus irony points, considering putting a picture of
that person into the frame and give the framed picture to a hitman
along with some money.
Handmade
[If given by a child]: Give the child an unedited version of Walt
Macaroni Picture Disney’s Bambi. It will give that child nightmares for weeks. =D
[If give by anyone else]: Pity the fool.
Crisp One Dollar Explain the concept of inflation to that grandparent. If the
Bill
grandparent can not understand this concept, drop them off at the
nursing home and forget about them.
A Hug
[If given by someone you actually like] Hug them back. In the animal
world, this means that you are accepted by them. In the human
world, this means that you can steal their wallet.
[If given by anyone else]: Hug them back, with a concealed spring
blade in your jacket pocket, preferably poisoned. You can still steal
their wallet.
Tacky Ornaments Build pneumatic cannon. Aim said cannon at something they
treasure (perhaps another tacky ornament). Load said cannon with
tacky ornaments. Recycle the tacky ornaments into projectiles, by
shooting them out of the pneumatic cannon.
World of Warcraft Murder them. They are trying to destroy your life.
Subscription
Bathroom Scales …er… I don’t think I have to make any suggestions.

Punting 101

Noel Spurgeon
Football Fan or in Need of Therapy?
The holidays mean many things: food, celebration, and family among
them. Of these, however, family can often be the most difﬁcult to deal
with. Perhaps Aunt Marge’s fruitcake story ruins your opinion of Christmas dessert every year, or maybe Grandpa Bart’s digestion trouble taints
the atmosphere of every gathering. While problems vary from clan to
clan, there is a single problem that plagues nearly every extended family,
no matter how small: the Brat.
The Brat is usually no more than ten; the perfect age and size to get
into nearly everything. The Brat may be a cousin, a sibling, a niece or a
nephew, and is generally the biggest headache of the holiday get-together. Their modus operandi is often varied: they may dislocate your kneecaps, demolish your seven ton ice sculpture, or make noise so cripplingly
loud and high-pitched that its use as a weapon is being researched by the
United States Army. Varied as they are, all Brats have one thing in common: they would all look much better soaring over the back fence at ﬁfty
miles an hour. Hence, I propose Brat-punting as an addition to the next
Winter Olympics.
Brat-punting requires strength, athleticism, and a startling lack of conscience often exhibited by both highly-trained athletes and hardened
maﬁa hit men. In fact, Brat-punting could replace curling as an Olympic sport, thereby increasing both the controversy and the entertainment value of the Winter Olympic tenfold. All materials from the sport
are completely natural, so no harm is done to the environment. Furthermore, Brats are a highly renewable resource. Just take a short stroll
around Wal-Mart: the supply of Brats waiting to be put to a good use is
nearly inﬁnite. Provided you have someone at the other end of the course
to catch the airborne Brat, each one can be reused an endless number of
times, or until they get too heavy to ﬂy satisfactorily far.
Although I propose its addition to the Winter Olympics, Brat-punting
has the potential to become a very appealing amateur sport. All you need
is a sufﬁciently large, deserted, open area, two friends, a tape measure,
and a suitably annoying young child. Below are some basic tips for the
novice punter:
• Grasp the child ﬁrmly under the armpits. They tend to be uncooperative, and some must be held at arm’s length to avoid injury to the participant. Some squirming is normal, but if the child does not resist, you
should probably ﬁnd another one.
• To make the child still enough to kick, most professionals spin them
around in a circle a few times to disorient them and make them easier to
throw. Some children may require more spinning than others: it’s best to
know your Brat before you begin.
• The punting itself is essentially the same as a football punt, except
the football is trying to evade your foot. Practice timing with non-mobile
projectiles ﬁrst, as if you miss and the Brat hits the ground, they tend to
run away, after which they are nearly impossible to catch.
• Once the Brat hits the ground, one of your friends (preferably the
larger, stronger one) should pin him or her immediately to ensure both
accurate distance and that the Brat does not escape.
• Points are awarded based on distance and weight of the Brat, and the
person with the most points at the end of three punts wins.
It is also important to note that a participant is only to use their own
Brat: stealing the Brats of others is not only bad sportsmanship, but a legal offense known as kidnapping.

Hobey Tam
Bacon Goes Well With Everything. Seriously.
Classically Trained
Only at Rose might one wander, unsuspecting, into a computer lab
Since we’re in for the long
and stumble blindingly into a discussion on the ﬁner merits and pohaul… let’s get comfortable. The
tential pitfalls of 2-dimensional bacon. And only at Rose might such a
age old question, would you rathconversation take place with naught but the faintest hint of absurdity.
er wear sport briefs or boxers in
Yet here we are, at Rose, where such discussions might well take place.
the presence of females (for the

First, one must consider the base
case: typical 3-dimensional (4 if you
women of Rose, would you prefer

must count time, more for some of the physics majors) bacon delicious

briefs or boxers on your man?)
and nutritious—or delicious at the very least—bacon should, in and of
itself, inspire awe.
Now, consider the lesser case, so far as the number of dimensions
are concerned: 2-dimensional bacon. Perfectly ﬂat, so far as to have no
thickness whatsoever, such bacon may just be the ultimate food. Because it has no thickness, you may stack as much bacon as you like onto
a single plate and still not feel overburdened. In addition, for the average time-constrained Rose student, you can consume an entire stack of
bacon in one fell swoop; merely fold it into a stack, still without thickness.
Nothing in life is free; however, and such amazement is not without 
cost. First, consider how one might go about actually producing such 
bacon. One might approximate 2-dimensional bacon by using tiny ma- 
chines to organically manufacture a single layer of bacon molecules

(biology majors, are you listening?); however, with thickness, slight as it
may be, this does not yet satisfy our hunger.
Second, one must consider, given the existence of such bacon, the
drawbacks in consuming it. First and foremost, how might one be able
to actually lift said bacon from its platter? Or even see it for that matter?
If one were so unlucky as to accidentally turn their bacon on its side, it
might very well disappear forever. Additionally, if one is able to lift the
bacon from its plate, might it not sever his or her head upon attempting
to eat it? After all, the edge of such bacon is extraordinarily thin. Finally,
would a consumer of such bacon even be able to enjoy his or her prize?
After all, a 2-dimensional slice of bacon has no thickness; how might it
then interact with 3-dimensional taste buds and 3-dimensional olfactory glands?
Wacky prof quotes
Overall, it appears that we must do without such a treat, at least for
the time being. But I, for one, am looking forward to the day when we
“We all suck the ﬁrst time.
might overcome these obstacles and enjoy the joys of 2-dimensional
Embrace the suck! You’ll
bacon.
get better at it!” — Dr.
White with the classroom
pep talk of the new year.

Bunny vs Farmer

“Who needs TV, just build a
triple pendulum.” — Dr.
Holder. Does it come with
HD channels?
“I think you should want to
know this stuff because
it’s super freakin’ cool.”
— Dr. Mrs. DeVasher,
who must be referring to
liquid nitrogen...can’t be
chemistry...

Nick Easter - Click this link...

The Generic Top Ten

Matt Melton
Insert Reference About How Awesome I Am
10. Notation of cult-like obsession of Halo or WoW.
9. Subtle reference to location of parked car, movie about Pirates, or
other nonsensical traditions such as that “Hertz” guy.
8. Somewhat mediocre entry (Followed by witty remark in parenthesis for the save (Glove save, and a beauty! (occasionally followed by
explanation of joke (it was a hockey reference))).
7. Citation of current wacky news event, animal invasion, or omnipresent sleep deprivation.
6. Inclination to believe that Ryland Hayes is already taking 500 level
engineering courses and getting better grades in them than I am.
5. Reference to Mountain Dew in absurd amounts, such as 1028 oz.
can, full keg, or portable IV unit.
4. Bitter remark patronizing Civils or Econ majors while commenting
on the hygiene of computer related majors.
3. Discussion of all but illegal amounts of homework, labs, and tests
and the all but legal ways of dealing with them.
2. Allusion to DePauw and Purdue being underperforming institutions that “reverse blow.”
1. Simultaneously directing offensive language towards a certain forest-y school and its inhabitants while sucking up to the local female
population.

“What if you need to do this
stuff during the zombie
holocaust?” — Dr. Mr.
DeVasher, once again
winning the DeVasher
battle for Wacky Prof
Quote of the Week.
“How embarrassing ... Dr.
Rickert’s probably got this
memorized to a
billion digits.” — Dr.
Leader, who apparently
has it memorized to about
three digits, like we do.
“Should I add that to the
list, or are you too busy
trying to get drunk and
haze each other?” — Dr.
Sexton, taking Social Psychology to a new level.
“You can enslave people....
you can’t enslave plastic.”
— Dr. Steinstra on the
advanced properties of
slaves and plastics.
“It’s ﬂagtastic!” — Dr. Casey,
sneaking some Unreal
Tournament in.
“I am willing to grope with
you here.” — Dr. Mech. I
have to say...I’m not.

James Zhou with the banner, Matt Melton with the Prof quotes and this here line. NEW FLIPSIDE IDEA COMING SOON!!! Whiteboard of the Week! Send me an e-mail about how awesome your whiteboard is with all its wacky pictures, deep thoughts, or Pirates drawings and if it’s
the best one of the week, I’ll put it in the Flipside! Seriously people, e-mail me! Spam! Just not the meat—turns out it does go bad. Takes 25 years, but it happens. Which begs the question...why the blank would you eat 25 year-old Spam? Double Dog Dare? Only acceptable reason.

